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Martí Bofarull’s work incorporates the renovation of the urban 
landscape that has characterized Catalan painting of the last twenty 
years.

Among the Catalan artists who have remained loyal to figurative 
techniques, several have successfully fixed their gaze on the 
architecture, streets and commercial trappings of the modern city….

New York is the culmination of cities of our time and Martí Bofarull 
has returned to it time and again in recent years. There is a cyclopean 
and overwhelming New York, and another one made of somber 
buildings and opaque bridges. There is a cold bluish New York 
we can perceive from high in the air, and a gaudy and variegated 
New York that vibrates around Times Square. Thus the painter 
meets challenges without end, and the viewer who has followed 
Marti Bofarull’s work hopes he will keep finding new corners 
of the city, new angles, new details.

Sergio Vila-Sanjuan     
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Over the years Martí Bofarull has been recognized and awarded 
several times in numerous international art competitions, which 
have enhanced his well-deserved prestige.

Since 1998, he has exhibited throughout Spain, at galleries in 
Barcelona, Madrid, Valencia, Mallorca, Vitoria, San Sebastian, 
Castellon, Zaragoza, Tarragona and Lleida.

From 2005 onwards Marti Bofarull began to exhibit internationally 
with successful shows in the United States, Hong Kong, Dubai, Spain, 
France, Belgium, Portugal and Puerto Rico.

He was recently commissioned to create a large-scale work, that 
can be seen in the entrance of the Burj Khalifa in Dubai, which is 
currently the tallest building in the world.

Marti Bofarull’s work can be found in prestigious private and public 
collections worldwide.

The Museo de Arte Contemporáneo in Madrid, Centro Cultural 
Casa de Vacas in Madrid, Museu d’Art in Girona, Casa Castellarnau 
in Tarragona, and Museu Diocesà in Barcelona have all hosted 
exhibitions of Marti Bofarull’s American cityscapes.

His work has been published in several books; the latest is specifically 
dedicated to his Manhattan paintings.
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